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To: Chair Karl Fihods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: _O-UIIIQ I1] Hui _

Address. ¢I¢i/larva a/¢<i‘o}/en‘ 5+

4/aipqéél
<?é7q'7 i

Phoneljoa/LIZ/Q ‘Q02’; _

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concemed citizen. I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the powerto limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signatur % . ,7 _



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From CO I 611111-610 
	 a

Address .  Pd 11 azi3 well pho ti I er(071± •

Phone:(arOd ) 7 21 - 15'13

Subject CGA raj m morflaweid
TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION

AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL
As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against t	 bill.

Signature:

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From .  r (	 Es pa no 
Address . 	 \	 cV6tudc 

Phone: Vg 39 g z/63 3
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this •ill.

Signature-

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From .  Et /1/4e_e" rem /h.\ 

Address . Cf 3L7Q kOk-AantglA gq=
(i0 14, I qh7,17 

Phone: 147 006. 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signatur

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From. NIArnot F katt 
Address .  q 11 1 M O A" IkA (tot %a)) 

Ale A ,	 16 76 I 

Phone: 30 /2— I 05

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Thank you for the o portunity to testify against this special session
and against this

Signature.

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From .  DOW la	 keDNS 
Address- 	 —00 L- -C-A1--eik:Catk 	 aye 

qb1(1°— 
Phone: 	 - 9-06 

v
t
.10, c-Ame4y. NttiVia0(Subject:	 A

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSIO
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.



\ _'[o: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From:
2)/AIZAQJJ

Address: ?Z 7¢7 /‘f‘k"6"/‘ D’-' £5;

i4./4,.»/4; I ,4,/1.-¢.a;r. ?¢707
Phone: 1p5i’4’z/ 63).’?

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally. since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against t ' ‘I. 2 2-/Mcazffi



To: Chair Karl Fthods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: , ,
f .

.
.

Address: ? figqa “&LA,,

Zéyaafi/i /17' ?a70> _
phone; 4%, 372/} / 7~5"¢/>2Z_@‘C

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concemed citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this um.
: S‘ t 2 , -igna ure
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To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From:  Ei-e444- lezi-esce-n-/ 

?Z itecee.tect././Address.

/44- 74 7e_y 

Phone:  Jot -goo 9F17 

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against t 	 bill.

eze?te---d W	 /-, Signature:



1
Tq: Chair Karl Fthods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

Fmm. K-’s».\ titan i mum.»

Add,“ L141 LQVEI/\4NA at 4102..
l,-\}Q_i\"AH~4J . 1+3 6'/151'?

Phone: _ &=’~)Q? ' ‘A32-'1 ' @444’

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. l oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we. the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill. _. \ \_ _ 7 \ . __\ .
Signature: _ ’ x’



Te: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee

From.

Address.

10/28/13

Phone _ffOR-01,3 7 -9 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From'  LC.; \QV\	 1Ny1S.10.-N 

Address:  Ck D–OO G	 (:)1 Sc\	 scun 2, 

*C-e_0.k__,1„.„,	 \	 01(42-70,c

Phone:	 c& Ot 2 93- – 3(4, o t)

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:  



To: Chair Karl Flhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

F I £1/go/v A. am???‘/z-:1)/J ~
rom _ _zw _

Address: f 95'ZZ3

/W;/M1//1 H1 % 7%’?-652$’
Phone: "

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. l oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, deci . Please do not circumvent the
democratic process! ~

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.@%J>*/t 45%?-at J |



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From.  T i+Q 
Address' 9'2-319 A k	 10-3.1-
'<yak/ `16707 

Phone:  g 06.,--11 466_
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature' 	

•



Thank you for
and against 's bill.

nity to t	 inst thi	 I session

Signature.

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

Front 	

Address'  7 : ,s?)	 d	 .(Os
&areq)-eAc, 	 N777 

Phone:  ZoCo - PIK 7 VW 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: 2/$4;

4/v 7 //"U/Ivafi-417'Address: (9 (Z , ,
Qt/at /7.1 @@7d§=

Phone: Q 7

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against

thefbtg.Signature: I‘ 5’\ / _



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

Wan . 	 (ttk\f/ S “psAt_a. 

Address:  Ck 	 Sts L-0 1--A(Alt.1,1\ Sr 24-t-- /02,o

WAtem-tO	 t	 9 G7 1 -7 

Phone: 	 LO1 - g 5 

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature. 	 dAikkArAL 



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:

To: Chair Karl

From  Mr 	t`AcS.
Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

Fro o,twa\cio Mjcot Tikykcie

Address . -3

Won, ti( \3G8( 8 
Phone:  JJ Q - 

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Fihods. Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

Fmm. Laefll/Vb P/4,5
Address: _(?L’/ 752 75/U57 <7 _

€»/l /'1‘7iWM/ %7w
Phgne;

fl i i

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. l oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against

t

I

Signat M I . _ ,



Io: Chair Karl Fthods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: ‘MAW _

Address: (I ‘M WE‘

Phone:

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen. l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we. the people, sufficient input into the process. The tact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature,

I Oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.



To: Ghair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From .  Je.-1-) a C-f-efR Li -

 )73	 CNC-Nor ("t %.erta

Phone: As( oo a9:73
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From .  a Out? I tt	 Cal9ka. I 
ft 0) Raileole-%? Dk i Address:

wa be eich	 '76 /&J6

Phone: 	

Subject:

7f3— 

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bi

Signature'



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From'  rAtovIt■ `1 

r 1 2 q AktitIvA	 erio) Address.

A ke4, (4 (	 grit 
Phone: 3'14=1147

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

Address'

e Olodt 0 
42406 Fa Colktet4 -ftra32_

n(e) (11 6(6707 
From;

Phone: gOce 7 82 -003T
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To’: Chair Karl Fihods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

(Rirwna léxlialwvi
1%Address: Si ~ _

, $3761] bwe vale I
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally. since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you fort e pportunity to testify against, this special session
and against th' b I.

Signature: - ,__Xi
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T0: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: __

Address: Q/'/L/Cg !"!('~'I"vHl'-\¢\ $4 _

Phone: 23’ _

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, lam submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people. sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1988 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

S 

/ {ibar _



To: Chair Karl Rhods, diciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From'  \frAil9
MJu 

? gee 
C4IAddress: 	 C

4 WtAnti PUMP
Phone:  as- k 2451p 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the, o portunity to testify against this special session
and agains this l .

Signature:



To; Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee

From: LQLAN Kb-l~>~l-\ 1 “i

1 0/28/13

Address: 3; "I - 6 2e t-4b~v-\\,\\A st

New-.~>.e.. l-\\ 9<@“l9?.

Phone: _}¢;Q, .;1_'|1- 7_7_S¢

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature: \\D‘ 



and against this bill.

Signature.

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From. GiatW Liktyrio 
Address .  (ALL a'Yl A i)t  

Woop;:14i,,
as2- (1461

°Ric( 7
Phone: 	

Subject:   

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimoniaaainstlhis special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oonosg this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session



Te: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

Fm, Cl~\l>iiNll 6i/\TlEv:E2
Address: "\II'IIl'~II IAIIIMI‘/I/WI \’>I')IZ5|

um/lllu, ill /l vi/ll
Phone: (.<tv<) wt-we
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. l oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill. -

Signature:



To: Chair Karl Fihods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: J°N TAM‘ MW’
K

Address: %'7'5 3'HE__pL Mqm’ __

Mw» H1’ 3.1179‘, _'
Phone: iu'9%'('35‘i _ _

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature: __ _ _



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From . VAVT-ill I OPC •/ft‘VAN Ake 

Address et k eli et W84-(14:44% 
+-Put\ 27Z cA\ in `WM°

Phone: SF	 - 0 622_ 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, espentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

(in
I 7 ..)Signature: NI



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From.  Tag LvINA 

Address 
 44-9A

ompArfo, 1-1-1 4b-m-7

Phone:
	 War-616-67/P1

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature. 	



From. 	

4111Address

Thank you for the opportun to testify against this special session
and against this bill

Signature:

To: Chair K Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

Front rk a0(2A40 

Address .  gq 34 OareAt. Ft, 71,1( 3 
71/4( /	 967f7 

Phone:  .e6le . ef6 C7.6. 7 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature*



To: Chair Karl Fthods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: .

P05 ’7OU?§2~Address: _
i<<»;9<r(e/ Pi’; am 797 ‘

Phone:

7 7

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit maniage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to t st‘ inst this special session
and against this bill.

Signature: _



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From: 	 trirfp Le-e, 

Address: RI —to t\--)e)-0,a-to, 

c1Co

Phone: g0 g(06)\
	

41,
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From-:'E4Z_5Qg_ l "¢hgu<;l

Addressigg ' Oqfl UQO & 2:10‘?

a/i LO.

Phone: - SQXQ

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this

bj‘Signature: i444Q_ _l _



Thank you-Kr the opportune	 testify against this special session
and aiajnst this bill.

Signature.

To:	 ir Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From* 	 if	 C ok.t.caUry\ 

aatAddress* 	 , 

(21-CLN \AA o& r Clt 

Phone:  3°@ 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



-~
' To: Chair Karl Hhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

Fm,“ D9 V01/m6 l%cL1ecD
Adm e<) -aw EM/»~ P»

M! .///em’ 11-}! ?#7'§9
Phone: ' 35 Y5

Subject: \§V*~¢ 5‘-¢X /'"*>""'.'U@

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill

Signature: M” LK



and against t

Signature.

To:Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From .  Oa(	 BeAtrzi 

Address .  q	 b,3( 14_,IAL4Leluk. ST" 

'<0141 •Ul‘	t'35"\t	 teri 

Phone:

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the importunity to testify against this special session
)	 yvtof



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee

From•

Address:

10/28/13

Et4/4- 6E7 CH 19 912Cg

Phone:  to V– 7273 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee

^flvnakuFrom:

10/28/13

Phone:	 / GOO	 —65-4335

Subject:

Thank you for the opportunity to tes fy ag 	 this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:

Address: 	 6 LS atoutzufLA__ pe 

tiox putir4-- 14' d 7",

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.

gai v- 7 n 79/3

	

- To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From: 	 dit-91?-6 

Address'	 --6Ate 	 Loa- et 	 ,124±.*qt

kibl A-4A_ 7 

Phone:  60e _ 7d-3 - gV/

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Fthods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

F,,,,,,.*l‘I‘tYl’lllZ/IQI/iii‘/YII9i’0(/If/'/°fKi7l5
,..,.,.e.., 40 Lu Maw Vi
fii/WI iii WWI

Phm.iy¢i-
subie¢t;l§Q]YYl,Q; fix M0II!'|0IQe/ [NH

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we. the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill

S,,,,,.,,,_,.. 0‘\*tti2i]li



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

Fforn: "Mari/'cq\v7' F?ecq/Ola ,_
Address: P61

I

5”-ft \§$Ofi/ ll %'7@1=
Phone: _ @054

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. loppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people. decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill

Signature: j



Tel.Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From . G.lt Vtalt44.	 Levis-444(6Wl 	 A

Address:  61 Kt . Vattl ad	 vd 

61. 1-I 016 Zi 7

Phone:  541 -till
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against t 	 bill.

04-.L31
Signature:



From irliiltrit(9‘)

Address'

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature'

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

61-eA , 07- °1&,75-7

Phone:  %'ti g 77'1 alé 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



Toe Chair Kan Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: \A);\60|’ »A’h‘£\ , _

Address: V“ lg“ ‘U/5 _ _

Z V0./iv l cl\Q‘Z<5?,J‘ 2!:

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a Concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the oppcprtunitygo testify against this special session
andagainstthisbill. I

Signature: /I '\



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13 ‘

From: ha?“

Address:

\/\Ei?0l:5“l tn, 514107
Phone: A8 02

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

l oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

f____/
Signature:  _



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Julciary Committee

From. 	 PO-Aft
Address:  f_ 0 v)oy (6 4l (A1-1 
Phone:

10/28/13

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against t is bill,

Signature* 	



To: Chair Kari Fihods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From:

Address: AI .v IQYIIIJI _

Q.“ H/J . i

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we. the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and againstt ' ill.

Signatu ?__



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From' 	 1 1 it'ACI■ Gowi<mk■

Address .	LI 7/01
	 I►

Phone:  C605� - S 9	 5eLA u
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against his bill.

Signature-



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bi

Signature:

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From:

Address: 	 t 414~4D 
iffiiiia"-) Ul &Tr 

Phone: 	 go t< 3aleco.)- 
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To_:'Ch‘air Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

From: A

Address:

75’l>’I~ %-7%
Phone: i ‘J

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act. essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and

against

,
///Signature: Z Q __ .



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature.

To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee	 10/28/13

From . IVA Anne 014±Di 

Address .  VR IN HitlitinV) PRO a 

W ai aniat i *I. 1611 2
344/ - .Cal (2.  Phone: 

Subject: La AL Ntrk Datett,

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To:_Chair Karl RhOdS, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

i><~jm; 1 A-4/42» qr
Addresszz 7‘ 975 //V4/“”4 S7‘-

I4)‘/‘$5/£4», flzj, 917 ?L

Phone:

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, l am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature:

To: Chai	 I Rhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

	

From* 4-twv hp
Address: 	 1?roY 

Phone:  v 38),.3q (1
Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From: &IA
Address:  1K	 13C)1; dt 

pfai.,9‘ Wt Øvri DD 

J

1
Phone:	 64{

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature: 	



To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From  ryirt ;AAA 4ireisuantiLe-i

Address:  I 61'S kr."4")e-41A' 54- get/ diA, 
Phone:

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

Signature: 7:411cercI°Cr
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Address:

Phone:_305'aDH I _ _ _

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. l oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious pnotection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people. decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill



Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against thi	 II

Signature:

—To: Chair Karl Rhods, Judiciary Committee 	 10/28/13

From:  ol-}kico	 CAOA c of N 6.9d 

Address:  ell –con 6t-F9==zesq)cuNPAnci C7 /77209

tuAlfAfft-ff, Et-Pius/0f 76797

Phone: 6 20 - 9 7E3

Subject:

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people, decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!



To: Chair Karl Flhods, Judiciary Committee 10/28/13

‘Fem; its l>@“@\\g\ sheet
Address:

Phone:

Subject

TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SPECIAL SESSION
AND SAME SEX MARRIAGE BILL

As a concerned citizen, I am submitting testimony against this special
session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage. I oppose
the special session because it rushes the legislative process and does
not give we, the people, sufficient input into the process. The fact that
there can be no amendments to the bill essentially negates any
concerns raised in testimony or by you, the Legislature.

I oppose this bill because the alleged religious protection clauses are
subordinated to the Public Accommodations Act, essentially negating
them for most churches. Finally, since we voted a constitutional
amendment in 1998 giving the legislature the power to limit marriage
between opposite sex couples, the only legitimate way to change this
is to let we, the people. decide. Please do not circumvent the
democratic process!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session
and against this bill.

K

Signature:



Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

Ted Otaguro Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: I oppose SB1 because as a grandparent, I do not want my grandchildren to 
be taught in their schools that homosexuality is okay. As a local resident, why are 
lawmakers oblivious to the far reaching effects of this law. Having equal rights can be 
obtained through the federal system. Redefining marriage other than between a man 
and a woman is against our culture and 90% of societies around the world. 



Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

carole kaapu Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Testimony for House Hearing 10/31/13  @ 10:30am Rep Rhoads, Chair 
Committee on Judiciary Rep Luke, Chair Committee on Finance Re: Testimony in 
opposition to SB1 Relating to Equality Dear Honorable Chairs Rhoads and Luke and 
Members of the Committees: In 1998 I voted for what I understood was defining 
marriage to be between one man and one woman.  70% of Hawaii's voters agreed with 
me.  Now here it is almost 15 years later and this is still an issue. If you want to redefine 
marriage, please let the people you represent decide by a constitutional 
amendment.  One that means what it says, not a legal loophole.  "Should the State of 
Hawaii define marriage as solely between one man and one woman." It seems that our 
elected officials are taking upon themselves to undo what the voters in Hawaii have 
already decided. I ask you to please do one of two things: A.  Leave the institution of 
marriage the way it has been for thousands of years.  And the way we thought we 
defined it in 1998. B.  Take the issue back to the citizens of the State and allow them to 
vote for a clearly worded constitutional amendment. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. Carole Kaapu Voter and Concerned Citizen Kapalama Heights 



Hello	my	name	is	Jaikob	Garber	I	oppose	bill	Sb1	because	I	
don’t	want	the	youth	and	the	children	to	be	obligated	and	
exposed	to	curriculum	that	goes	against	religious	beliefs	
without	parental	consent,	I	don’t	feel	that	it	is	fair	to	force	so	
many	changes	to	our	schools	and	our	society,	however	I	do	
think	that	people	have	the	right	to	go	about	their	lives	as	they	
see	fit,	but	I	don’t	think	that	in	order	to	give	a	group	freedom	
that	other	freedoms	need	to	be	taken	away.		My	hope	is	that	
somehow	we	could	come	together	and	come	up	with	a	
different	bill	that	would	give	the	freedoms	that	are	being	asked	
without	taking	away	freedoms	that	we	already	have	that	our	
forefathers	fought	so	hard	for.	And	in	conclusion	I	ask	that	you	
would	please	stop	and	look	at	this	from	a	different	perspective	
and	try	and	understand	how	this	will	affect	our	society	as	a	
whole.	Thank	you	for	your	time.	



I am writing to voice my opposition to Bill SB1.

I am asking you to allow the people to decide on the issue of marriage as I believe the legislature is
going against the will of the people. I support equality for all including the rights of conscience and
religious freedom, which I ask you to respect as our elected leaders.

I am opposed to the most contentious social issue in our history being decided virtually in one week
and ask that you please uphold the principles of democracy and the democratic process which are
being disregarded in this special session.

This bill should be given due process during the regular session where it can properly be vetted and
examined as all other bills. The people who elected you to serve as their voices should have a say in
public policy that will forever obliterate thousands of years of indigenous and non-native culture,
customs and traditions. Your "yes" vote in special session is clearly a NO vote to democracy!

I have countless friends who are homosexual and want same-sex marriages, they are some ofthe
closest people to me. Despite our relationship, bonds, ties, and understanding of each 0ther’s life
styles, I do not accept it, neither can I stand behind them on this important moral issue. Never will I
abandon my faith. We would all be nothing were it not for our Heavenly Father. I want to share
some of my faith and beliefs regarding marriage, home and family from the "The Family: A
Proclamation To The World". As stated, "...marriage between a man and a woman is ordained of
God and that the family is central to the Creator's plan for the eternal destiny of His
chiIdren....Husband and wife have a solemn responsibility to love and care for each other and their
children. ‘Children are an heritage of the Lord’ (Psalm 127:3) Parents have a sacred duty to rear
their children in love and righteousness, to provide for their physical and spiritual needs, and to
teach them to love and serve one another, observe the commandments of God, and be law-abiding
citizens wherever they Iive.....The Family is ordained of God. Marriage between a man and woman
is essential to His eternal plan...By divine design, fathers are to preside over their families in love
and righteousness and are responsible to provide the necessities of life and protection for their
families. Mothers are primarily responsible for the nurture of their children. In these sacred
responsibilities, fathers and mothers are obligated to help one another as equal partners..."

I believe all these things to be true and of God. Gods’ ways are higher than the ways of man. There
is an eternal purpose as why marriage was and always has been between a man and a woman.
Gender is essential to His plan. Gender is important to marriage and family. I love all my friends
who are homosexual, but I love my God most and His ways are superior to all.

I am looking forward to the day I become a wife to my husband and to the family we are going to
create, to the home we are going to build. What means most is that I will raise them here, in my
home, Hawaii. However, those dreams are being threatened because the values of Hawaii are
changing, by YOUR hand. I do not want and will not raise my children to be ignorant ofthe ways of



society and the world, but the timing and manner of how and when that will happen should be left
to me as the parent, as their mother with the help of my husband. It is not for the government to
tell me how or when to raise my children. I know I cannot protect my children from everything.
Now, I have to prepare myself to see, experience, and explain behaviors not only between
heterosexual but also homosexual couples to my children, to my nieces and nephews.
Homosexuality and same-sex marriages will be taught in society to be "acceptable", when in my

home, we will observe the ways of the Lord. What kind of a world are we building and leaving for
our children? For the rising generation that will be taking care of us? The Lord is constant, always
was, still is, and always will be. The ways of the world are changing and pulling farther from Him
and the teachings in my home will clash head on with that of the world on matters and issues as
never before in the history of time. I reserve that right as a future mother to determine how and
when to raise and teach my children. My home and family are being threatened by the very people
who were elected to protect and serve the citizens of Hawaii, these citizens who are your voters,
voters who put their trust in you.

This bill does not protect rights to religious freedom. Church clergy and buildings are only
protected ifthey meet certain stipulations as stated in clauses of bill SB1. How is okay to strip
people oftheir religious beliefs and then leave them vulnerable to lawsuits under "discrimination"?
Where is religious freedom in that? Not only are my rights to religious freedom at stake, but my
rights as a native Hawaiian are threatened and will be greatly affected by the approval and passing
of this bill.

I ask you to please do your homework. Really look into everything this bill is saying and not saying.
Look to Canada and Massachusetts and see how same-sex marriages or ”marriage equality" is
affecting their society, government, schools, medical, communities, etc. Do your homework as well
I implore you.

You were elected by the people of Hawaii to be a voice for us, not the voice of the people of Hawaii
Ponder upon this matter.

This matter demands more time. This vote should be left to the people of Hawaii.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Summer Malamaisaua Kawailana Manuma
Waipahu, HI 96797



Dear House Committee, 

My name is Viliamu Toilolo and I live at 55‐603 Moana Street in Laie, which makes me one of the 

constituents whom you represent. I understand that a bill has been given to you for review by our 

Governor that will re‐define marriage in Hawaii. I also understand that in the special session called by 

our Governor you will be asked to vote in the affirmative or the negative on the proposed legislation to 

legalize same‐sex marriage in Hawaii. 

The purpose of this e‐mail is to ask you to please vote in the Negative on any piece of legislation that 

would change the definition of marriage from the currently stated “a man and a woman”. The people 

should have the right to make this decision by placing a constitutional amendment on the ballot next 

year that they may vote and make the voice of the general public known regarding this decree that will 

affect the entire state. 

As you review and contemplate the decision to vote on the legislature proposed, I want you to know 

that I do not support same‐sex “marriage”. More so I do not support the fact that our legislature is 

making this decision for us. This is my voice. 

Sincerely, 

Viliamu Toilolo 

 



 Next month,  I will officially be a resident of Hawaii, as well as a constituent. Sometimes I feel as 

though we are still fresh off the plane, rushing to a rental agency to pick up the little beater we rented 

for our first two weeks here. I remember the first night we spent in our apartment, and how thankful I 

was to have brought a king-sized air mattress in my suitcase, as our household items weren’t due in till 

two days after we signed our lease. My partner, our three kids, and I snuggled up together in the living 

room on the air mattress and slept fitfully that night, as the previous days had been stressful and long, 

and we weren’t sure when they were going to end. The next morning, we awoke to the most gorgeous 

sunset coming across the mountains, and running it’s soft sienna fingers across the calm waters, and 

painting the sand with various hues of purples, pinks, oranges, and yellows. My first Hawaiian sunrise. I 

can’t tell you how long we stood outside, marveling, and taking in the sweet scent of the two Plumeria 

trees in our backyard. It’s been said so many times before, but I’ll say it again now, and I can’t imagine 

that I’ll ever stop saying it: It’s breathtaking. That first sunrise that we experienced as a family brought 

more than just a feeling of peace and serenity, it brought the calm of knowing that this was the chance 

of a lifetime, and that no matter what, everything was going to be wonderful. 

 Tracey and I met in high school. We didn’t date, but we knew each other. You see, while she was 

lucky enough to know who she was from a very young age, I wasn’t. Our paths crossed briefly for the 

last year of high school, when I moved to a small town in the deep Southeast of Texas, and we remained 

friends through the years. She joined the Army, and I caved to societal pressures and the pressures of a 

conservative family, and made a small family myself. Funny thing about pressures, when you don’t know 

who you are or what you want out of your life, they give you an easy out, and what many of us don’t 

realize until it’s too late, is that nothing that is ever right will ever be easy. Putting the pieces of who I 

was together was something that I put on the backburner, and instead, I did what so many of us do, and 

filled the spaces with superficial things. The truth is, you can only hide from yourself for so long, before 

those superficial things start to dry up and crack, and eventually shatter, falling away to reveal an 

underdeveloped, malnourished, and lonely you, more vulnerable than you ever have been in your entire 

life. I came face to face with my shriveled, pink, and squalling reality--- I wasn’t who I was meant to be. 

The shiny new sports cars, the beautiful new home, the designer clothes, none of that was me. 

Somewhere, between this revelation and my attempts to strengthen and nourish myself, I became a 

single mother of three beautiful children. I can’t say that the incidents leading to my single parenthood 

were truly tragic, though at the time they were.  I can’t describe the moments where fate intervened, 

and my friendship with Tracey was rekindled by way of social networking and an unfortunate and 

traumatic event on her end. I’m in no way religious, but the way that our lives lined up in such a way 

that would never have been apparent before, it was similar to the way many would describe divine 

intervention. She had recently returned from her second deployment, where she had been injured in 

Afghanistan by an IED, requiring surgery. She needed help, and mentioned it in a comment on Facebook, 

and I answered. Seeing her for the first time in so many years, regardless of her vomiting everywhere 

due to pain medicine, was an electrifying wake up for me. Where had the feelings been before? To this 

day, I wonder if the fact that neither of us were ready played a role in how long we had known each 

other, yet never developed feelings so intense. Or perhaps the feelings were always there to begin with, 

and we simply chose not to acknowledge them. I’ll probably never know.  



 I’m not so sure that my sexuality ever came into play in regards to the progression of Tracey and 

I’s relationship. It just happened. Though the topic is one that begs consideration, since it is the reason 

we are here today. I identified as bisexual after I fell hard for a female classmate my sophomore year in 

high school. The truth is, I couldn’t tell you when I lost attraction to the opposite sex, because I am not 

100% sure that it was ever there to begin with. In those years, I could argue that I didn’t have a 

sexuality, because my relationships were never sexual in nature. When it came down to marrying my 

husband, and having my amazing children, it had more to do with what I was told was normal. I may 

have loved the idea of being unique, but I was afraid of losing the acceptance of my family and my 

friends, and so I did what I believed they expected of me, and I kept quiet.  

I remember the first time that Tracey held my youngest son, a tiny three month old infant. He 

had been crying for an hour, and fell asleep on her chest in a matter of minutes. The first time she spent 

the night at my house, she slept on my couch. When I woke in the morning, I found my two year old son, 

who was terrified of strangers, curled up on the couch with her, sound asleep. I remember watching her 

roll pigs in a blanket for my daughter’s third birthday party, the two of them giggling in the kitchen and 

sharing jokes. I remember the little things from the beginning, and I have come to the realization that 

this story isn’t just about how I fell in love with her, and how much I adore her, or how much I really 

want marriage equality for all. This story is about my family, and the simple fact is, I wasn’t the only one 

falling in love with Tracey from the beginning. Our family came about in rather non traditional ways, but 

we became a family regardless.  

Within the last few weeks, we’ve had protestors lined up down the main roads all over this 

island. You have neutral signage, demanding that marriage equality be left to the people of Hawaii to 

vote on, and then you have the more direct and confrontational signage, sometimes with children 

themselves holding signs saying things like “think of the children”.  I can’t help but wonder if some of 

the feelings I experience seeing this are similar to those felt by African Americans in 1964. When our 

children inquired as to why there were herds of people waiving signs and yelling at every stop light, and 

my daughter recognized a few faces in the crowd from school, I couldn’t give an easy answer. I settled 

for delicately explaining that not everybody agreed with our right to be a family. Seeing my children’s 

reactions, and hearing such strong affirmation in who we are by such young souls was heartening. I feel 

a redeemed hope in humanity when my friend’s six year old cousin doesn’t even notice that Tracey and I 

are both women, but chooses instead to remark on the love between us being visible to him.  I’m proud 

of our three amazing little troopers, in seeing injustice despite their innocence, and wanting to stand up 

and defend against it with all their little hearts. This is what they love, but it is not all that they know, 

because they understand that most families have a mom and a dad, or only one or the other. There is a 

saying, that applies to this, rather ironically and beautifully… “And from the mouths of babes”, for if 

children can know only love and acceptance until they are taught otherwise, who are we to deprive 

them of these things for the rest of their lives? Regardless of whether this bill passes, or if left for the 

people to vote, we will remain a family. We always will be. This bill will not define our ability to be a 

family, and nothing ever will. What it will do, is teach our children the acceptance they crave. It will 

teach them that love is love, and cannot be defined by fear of the unknown in a nation brimming with 

individuality.  



From the perspective of being a military family, I can tell you that this is not easy. We don’t have 

the same benefits, or considerations as other families, but we do have the chance now to get them. 

Sections of DOMA being struck down was a monumental victory, but there is still so much to be done, 

and with it being left up to the states to determine what marriage is, I leave my family’s welfare in your 

hands, and I’m confident that you will stand strongly today, on the right side of history. 

I will never forget the hospitality we were shown from the people of this island from the 

moment we stepped foot off the plane. There really is a spirit of Aloha here, and it is contagious, and it 

has wiggled it’s way into our hearts. Regardless of the protestors, the love we have been given from 

complete strangers has tied us to this island in a way that will never be severed. I am proud to stand 

here before you and give my testimony, to win a victory not just for the many other military families on 

this island, but for the LGBT community in general. It’s a small island, with a big heart, and this will be a 

small victory, with far reaching and much more residual effects. You will be showing the world that all 

families can be equal, leading the world in acceptance, and teaching our children that love is love, and 

on behalf of my o’hana, both near and far, in spirit or flesh and blood, and on behalf of the children of 

this world, I thank you for that. 
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Noe Foster
7092-26 Hawaii Kai Drive
Honolulu. Hawaii 96825

October 30, 2013

The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Chair Committee on Judiciary
The Honorable Sharon E. Har, Vice Chair on Judiciary
The Honorable Sylvia Luke, Chair Committee on Finance
The Honorable Scott Y. Nishimoto, Vice Chair on Finance
The Honorable Aaron Ling Johanson, Vice Chair on Finance
Hawaii State Capitol
415 South Beretania Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Hearing Date: Thursday, October 31, 2013 at 10:00 am
I will be present to personally deliver my testimony.

Re: In Oggosition to S.B. 1: The Hawaii Marriage Equality Act of 2013

Dear House Committee on Judiciary and House Committee on Finance,

lam opposed to S.B.1, the Hawaii Marriage Equality Act of 2013, because it introduces
provisions of law that denies me and all others, protected constitutional rights and will
also initiate serious unintended impacts to our State. I will focus on four problematic
provisions of S.B. 1:

First, both the U.S. Constitution and our Hawaii Constitution guarantee freedom of
religion to all individuals. Both constitutions strictly prohibit the enactment of laws that
prevent citizens from exercising their religious beliefs. S.B. 1 is deficient. It impairs the
religious liberties of individuals and businesses to free exercise of their religious beliefs
by imposing a law that is in direct contradiction to their core religious doctrines, beliefs
and practices relating to marriage, parenting and family life. Our First Amendment right
of freedom of religion is a corner stone right of the U.S. Constitution. The free exercise
of religion is a protected constitutional right for all, not a right only for churches. More
importantly, the free exercise of religion is a guaranteed right for individuals. S.B. 1, fails
to protect the individual rights of individuals. Therefore, S.B. 1 is unconstitutional.

Second, in 1998 Hawaii voters directed the legislature to amend the Hawaii Constitution
to exclusively reserve marriage to one man and one woman. Section 25 of our Hawaii
Constitution reads, "The legislature shall have the power to reserve marriage to
opposite-sex couples." To reserve, means to set aside something or to distinguish
something from everything else. Like the other 285,383 Hawaii voters in 1998, I
entrusted Hawaii legislators with limited authority to do one action — reserve marriage
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as a union between one man and one woman. I did not give lawmakers ultimate
authority to define marriage, only to execute the will of the people by reserving
marriage to opposite-sex couples.

Third, S.B. 1, includes provisions of parentage presumptions based on marriage for
same-sex couples that will transfer Native Hawaiian ethnicity claims to Non-Native
Hawaiian individuals.

In S.B. 1, section 572 C — Right of Parents, it reads, ”Parentage rights, benefits,
protections, and responsibilities based on marriage shall be the same for all married
spouses regardless of the gender of the spouses. These rights, benefits, protections, and
responsibilities shall include paternity, maternity and parentage presumptions based on
marriage."

In every instance in a same-sex marriage, at least one of the partners is not the
biological parent of the child. However, as a consequence of parentage presumptions
applied as described in S.B. 1, section 572 C, the benefits reserved for Native Hawaiians
are at risk of automatic transfer to Non-Native Hawaiian children. S.B. 1 at the very least
needs to be referred to the Hawaiian Committee.

Fourth, S.B. 1, will put Hawaii's marriage law in direct conflict with 90 percent of the
marriage laws in more than 90 percent of the nations ofthe world. Forty-six nations like
Japan, have constitutional provisions that reserve or define marriage as exclusively a
union between one man and one woman. In countries like Japan, same-sex marriage is
illegal.

This is true of 72 percent of States in the U.S. Like Japan, same-sex marriage is illegal in
36 states in the U.S. including Florida, Texas, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Michigan and
others. According to Professor Lynn D. Wardle, a family law professor at the J. Reuben
Clark Law School at Brigham Young University, "There is no greater evidence that a
nation or state has a strong public policy against same-sex marriage than to have
adopted a constitutional provision constitutionally prohibiting same-sex marriage."
Professor Wardle explained at a recent informational briefing to Hawaii State legislators
on Wednesday, October 23, 2013, "The general rule of marriage recognition of
marriages from otherjurisdictions is that a marriage valid where it is performed or
celebrated is valid in other states (or nations) unless it violates a strong public policy of
that other state or nation.” Professor Wardle explained that nations, like Japan and
states like Florida who have amended their constitutions to ensure that same-sex
marriage is illegal are demonstrating a strong public policy that same-sex marriage
violates their laws and will not recognize these marriages in their country or state.
Further, Professor Wardle concluded, "Marriage recognition of Hawaii marriages in
other countries and even in other states would be clearly impaired if same-sex marriage
is legalized."



According to the Hawaii Tourism Authority, in 2012, of all visitors to our islands,
125, 977 visitors identified that they traveled to Hawaii for a wedding. In addition,
583,537 visitors identified the purpose of their visit was a honeymoon.

Same-sex marriage is illegal in Japan. IfJapan does not recognize marriages performed
in Hawaii, this will have a significant economic impact on our state. At the very least,
S.B. 1 needs to be analyzed in the Tourism committee to forecast the economic impact
to Hawaii.

In the preamble of our Hawaii Constitution it states, "We, reserve the right to control
our destiny, to nurture the integrity of our people and culture, and to preserve the
quality of life that we desire." To achieve this vision, we desperately need leaders who
have the moral courage and intelligence to reject laws like S.B. l. The Hawaii Marriage
Equality Act of 2013 is unconstitutional. Please reject it and vote @ on S.B. 1.

Thank you for your courageous leadership.

Respectfully,

Noe Foster
Hawaii Voter
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Michele Golojuch Individual Support Yes 

 
 
Comments: October 31, 2013 House Committee on Judiciary House Committee on 
Finance Hawaii State Capitol Capitol Auditorium 415 South Beretania Street Honolulu, 
HI 96813 RE: STRONG SUPPORT for Senate Bill 1 – Relating to Equal Rights I have 
been testifying for equal marriage rights since the 90’s. My good friend testified and 
supported me when I would hear people call my baby bother horrible things. He was my 
rock but he has passed away leaving his partner with out the rights and privileges 
afforded to married couples. He had to pay large amounts of taxes and if he had been 
able to marry the love of his life this would not be so. The highest court in the land has 
ruled and marriage is one of those inalienable rights that should be afforded to 
everyone. Gender should not be a factor. Those who have religious objections just 
should not marry someone of the same gender. There is separation of state and church. 
There are laws already for public accommodation. If a religious group wants to exclude 
anyone then they should have their doors open only to their members so they don't 
violate the law. The bottom line is my baby brother should have every right I have and 
right now the State of Hawaii is treating him like a second-class citizen. He pays the 
same taxes I do, follow the same laws I do; he should have the same rights I have. As 
an Early Childhood Educator it is so important to honor all families. To discriminate 
against same gender families teaches their children their family is less than. Michele M 
Golojuch 92-954 Makakilo Dr #71 Kapolie, Hawaii 96707 



Hello my name is jaikob garber I oppose bill sb 1 because I don't want the youth and
the children to be obligated and exposed to curriculum that goes against religious
beliefs without parental consent, I don't feel that it is fair to force so many changes
to our schools and our society, however I do think that people have the right to go
about their lives as they see fit, but I don't think that in order to give a group
freedom that other freedoms need to be taken away. My hope is that somehow we
could all come together and come up with a different bill that would give the
freedoms that are being asked without taking away freedoms that we already have
that our forefathers faught so hard for. Thank you for your time.



Submitted By Organization Teitgiigg in

I TianaWiIkinson I| Individual II Support II Yes I

Comments: My name is Tiana Wilkinson and I was born and raised in Waiahole Valley,
now reside in Kaneohe and work in Waianae. I am testifying in strong support of SB 1,
regarding Marriage Equality. I met the love of my life while I was in graduate school in
Massachusetts. Thanks to the laws there, we were legally married surrounded by our
loving family and friends (a fair number of catholics included, I might add). Once we
moved back to Hawaii, we lost our title as married. I still call my spouse my "wife" but
each time I say it: it is a daily reminder that we're not seen equally before the eyes of
the law. Civil Unions are a "separate but equaI" attempt that is far from equal. The fact
that a separate category had to be created speaks for itself that it is not equality. I hope
that you will support SB 1 so that my wife and my marriage can receive equality before
the eyes of the law.



Dear Honorable Chairs Rhoads and Luke and Members of the House Judiciary and Finance Committees:

My name is Keith Kenyon, l live in Kapolei and I strongly oppose SB1. l encourage you to vote "N0" on
this version of a same sex marriage bill. OR help me understand why this bill needs to be passed into
law. l'm admittedly a journeyman to politics and started digging into all of this gay marriage business a
couple of months ago.

This is what I've learned or re-confirmed, so far:
- Being Gay is not a right— it's a choice
- Marriage is not a right— it's a God-given privilege between a man and a woman
- Gay people think their choice to sin somehow earns them a position on the same list that

includes age, race, gender and religious beliefs
- Our Governor thinks the same
- Hawaii Civil Rights Commission thinks the same. Prohibited discrimination. HRS 5489-3 prohibits

discriminatory denial of the full and equal enjoyment of goods, senrices, facilities, privileges,
advantages, and accommodations ofa public accommodation on the basis of race, sex, including
gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, color, religion, ancestry, or disability. Denial on any
basis other than these protected bases is not prohibited under Hawai’i state public accommodations law.

- God considers homosexuality a sin. How did we drift so far apart from God? l'm talking every
faith-based religion - Mormons, Latter Day Saints, Jews, Catholics, Muslims and Christians
believe homosexuality is a sin

- God's list of sin includes murder, theft, adultery, and dishonor to parents—-will the Hawaii
government make any of those legal too? The PEOPLE prefer we have laws against all of that.

- This special session cuts ample opportunity for the Hawaiian people to provide ALL of their
inputs

- This special session does not afford people to vote
- This special session is mis-managed due to time constraints [my written testimony in Senate was

not posted with the rest, but I submitted it last week and testified in person on Monday]
- The Senate Committee Chair opted to cutoff in-person testimonies on Monday, presumably due

to lack of time... after many had provided written testimony and were on their way to the
Capitol building. Some blame the Chair- l blame the notion that Special Session provides
enough time to hear everybody.

- My daughter supposedly submitted testimony to the Senate clerk in support of same sex
marriage, but we have revealed that somebody "stuffed" the testimony box; the e~mail address
that was used to send was off by one letter from her actual address. The Senate clerk knows
about it

- The Governor lied throughout his Special Session FAQ website and to me in a "personal" note
with a rubber stamp signature. We never needed this special session and we could have waited
for regular session in just a few months

- Tax benefits for the gay marriages in 2013? Are you kidding me? l'm not buying that.
- Who tied the "Aloha Spirit" to accepting gay marriage in Hawaii? l'm thinking the Aloha Spirit

had nothing to do with any of this and probably would have averted most of this, if it were
allowed into our legislative process



Who kicked our native Hawaiian friends to the curb on this Same Sex marriage Bill? Tell me. I
heard a few testifying the other day and really was thankful that those few could.
I've confirmed that there's a whole lot of monkey business going on with this SB1 bill. Monkey
business is normally found at the underground card houses — NOT expected to be found in the
Capitol
l need help with this one: half of our representatives in this House are defaulted to "YES" on
this bill. Why? Which half of the Hawaiian population are you representing? l saw more
Opposition testimony on Monday than I saw in support. More than half, anyways. Why
wouldn't you default to NO if you are undecided? Half of our state is NOT gay!
I attended the opening session in the House on Monday. The speaker scolded the gallery for
cheering for PEOPLES’ rights to participate in important legislature. Rep Ward was absolutely
spot on with his comments and the gallery was correct in applaudlng—the gallery represented
the same PEOPLE Rep Ward was referencing.
l'm really confused as to who works for who here. I thought the government worked for us—-
THE PEOPLE. Why can't we THE PEOPLE have a valid say in this bill?
13 states and Washington DC passed Same Sex Marriage laws and they are all paying for it now.
Canada is paying for the same mistake... and now Hawaii wants to run [not walk] to sign up for
the same troubles? Why on God's green earth would anybody want to do this?
600-700 thousand registered voters are not allowed to vote on this, but 60-70 are? For an issue
that will ruin our society as we know it, if the bill passes, as is, to law? i don't understand. Help
me understand.

To top all of this off, all of my brothers and sisters in Christ have repeatedly coached me along the way
to bless and not blast. I believe God supports the same.

Well, l hope God blesses all of you with wisdom and pray that He has mercy on all of us. We are
collectively messing it up. God, please forgive me if l blasted anybody in this testimony.

You know how you should vote on SB1. Please do it. Vote N0!

Keith Kenyon
Kapolei, HI 96707
Opposition



Follow the Money Trail Oppose to SB1 — Dr. Hester

Legalizing gay marriage in Hawaii is more than a victory for
civil rights; it’s also a big moneymaker. Hawaii in the next years
will receive an estimate of $250 million from the increased
number of gay marriages in which has equated to $16 million in
revenue for the state. This same argument is being used for the
Casino advocates who are still trying to push through a
Multimillion dollar Casino in Waikiki, represented by House
Member Tom Brower, District #22. However, the means do not
justify the end No one really wants to talk about the “real
reason” why we are having this special session IT IS
ABOUT THE MONEY!

Mayor Bloomberg ofNew York (after the bill to legalize gay
marriage) said, “Marriage equality has made our City more
open, inclusive and free — and it has also helped to create jobs
and support our economy.” The BIGGER question remains?
What will “really” happen to Hawaii after we open up Pandora’s
Box? What will happen to the “culture” of Hawaii as we know
it today? Are we prepared to live with the “new culture” of
Hawaii that we are about to create! Are we prepared to change
Hawaii?

Mahalo, Dr. Marcus Hester



From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov [mailto:mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:00 PM 
To: House Special Session 
Cc: mikepalcic@gmail.com 
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB1 on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM (In Person) 

 

SB1 
Submitted on: 10/29/2013 
Testimony for on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM in Conference Room Auditorium 

Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

Michael G. Palcic Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Testimony of Michael G Palcic.on SB1 Aloha Mr. Chairman. My name is 
Michael Palcic. It is my pleasure stand before you this evening and I thank you for the 
opportunity to testify. I'm sure you have worked weeks and months, even years on this 
question I'm happy to have 60 seconds now to express my view. But first, I would like to 
propose on behalf of Hawaii's voters that if the legislature would grant each of us 60 
seconds IN THE VOTING BOOTH, you would hear all of our views together. My name 
is Michael Palcic. I oppose same-sex marriage. I oppose SB1. Mahalo hou.  
 
Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing, improperly 
identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or distributed to 
the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing. 
 
Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email 
webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov 
 

mailto:webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov


Dear House Members,

lam very concerned about the long-term consequences to our keiki and to society as a whole, if same-sex marriage (ssm) is legaliled. At the very least you could
give the people their voice with a vote. No one would fault you for doing this; in fact we would applaud you!

I would like to begin by saying that I have many gay friends and my reasons for opposing same sex marriage has nothing to do with individuals, and has
everything to do with future societal consequences, especially to our keiki. The traditional family unit is capable of perpetuating itself naturally and existed
before there were laws, religion, politics or government; it has kept the human race in existence. Traditional Marriage is unique and special for the very reason
that it perpetuates the human race; this special status deserves a special position in our society. Traditional marriage respects natural law. The worst thing that
could happen by making ssm law is that the human race could be wiped out, and our keiki could become inrected with HIV, syphilis, and drug-resistant
infections, anal cancer and AIDS.

If we allow marriage to adopt a samegender status, someone will decide that it is a violation oftheir civil liberties to not be able to engage in polygamy and/or
sex with children. We will eventually have a nation with men 8- women "married" to multiple men, women 8c/or children, It will be the end of the strength St
decency of our nation, and children will be exploited. This will cause chaos and abuse to our children, as well as to our society as a whole.

Males and females are equal in dignity, and also very different. There is definitely something missing in a child's life without the love and support of both a
mother and a father, SSM uses our children as human experiments: something we should never ever consider. Sociological and psychological studies have
shown that children thrive when raised by both genders together in their home.[1,2] It is not always possible for a child to have both biological parents
together, and we do our best in any given situation. we must face the fact that children living apart from both biological parents are s times more likely to die of
maltreatment than children living with their natural mother and father.[4] Forcing our children to be subjected to this social experiment would risk emotional,
physical and mental harm to the children of Hawaii, This risk is too great.

same SEX marriage proposes serious dangers to our children in school; once ssm is legalized, it becomes mandated to teach homosexual acts (such as sodomy),
starting from elementary schooll l.ook at oregon, Massachusetts, canada, etc where a "little black book" (or equivalent) leads children, starting at age 12 to 15
into very risky behavior, teaching them about sodomy and other sexual acts that can threaten their health in a BIG way, The schools provide names and
addresses of gay bars, and places to go to experiment with sodomy and other sexual acts. The law has forced parents to relinquish their influence over their
children and hand it over to government and schools, encouraging children to disrespect their parents and engage in risky behavior.

The Centers for Disease Control has noticed a significant increase in the number of new HIV infections among the youngest Males having Sex with Males (MSM)
(aged 13-14), with an increase of 21 percent from zoos to 2010 ls]. This correlates with the time Massachusetts, canada and other states forced sodomy
education on school children. The cost of health care would also increase in our state, and social issues are also very expensive to rehabilitate.

The CDC also published a report in December of 2012 regarding a serious increase in syphilis, which has been correlated with an increase in HIV due to easy
transmission via open genital sores. 40% of MSM with syphilis are co-infected with HIV, and the viral load of HIV-infected lvlslvl was significantly higher. This is
what kids and parents would be racing more and more here in Hawaii if you accept marriage equality.

Vou may say that just because these other states forced risky sexuality teaching in schools, that this will not come to Hawaii. This thinking is flawed, because
despite the people voting against ssm in 1998, it is being pushed on us now. D0 we really want our young school children prematurely forced to think about
sodomy, which distracts kids and steals time from academic learning, such as science, math, technology, etc? Being forced to "decide" your sexuality at an early
age causes confusion and distress, distracting students from subjects that could help them gain employment in the future. Children will be at high risk for STDs,
premature loss of innocence and less time spent preparing for college. This is what is happening in states that have legaliled ssm. The numbers do not lie--youth
are experimenting more with sodomy, and boys are becoming iniected with nlv. who will be there to care for the child with HIV or AIDS? It won't be the
schooIs»it will be the parents, yet the schools refuse to inform parents of the curriculum, and the law backs up this thinking. There is no doubt that this is an
abomination--by taking away the right of a parent to protect their child!

This bill trumps the public accommodation law over religious rreedom. The priority here is reversed from what it should be. several constitutional attorneys
have verified that this bill puts the state at risk for law suits if pushed through, We should protect our religious freedom—even the freedom to help others who
do not share our faith. Hawaii's Society will suffer from the churches curtailing their giving, and the Aloha spirit will be crushed.

As you can see, the risks of legalizing same-sex marriage far outweigh the benefits. The issue is much more complicated than a quick special session can
accommodate. it is disrespectful to the citizens of Hawaii to rush into redefining marriage, when this is such a complicated issue with dire consequences,

Think about voun POLITICAL tconcv. Do you want to be remembered as one who voted to ruin society and place our children in harm's way? one who denied
the people their voice? Of course notl Stand strong for the DEMOCRATIC PROCESS and allow US TO DECIDE WITH A VDTEI Please save us from losing the ability
to protect our kids; Vou are our hope!

Focus on helping Hawaii gain strength and a better future, with a safe society for children and a special place for the only union capable of propagating
naturally: out MAN AND out WOMANI Please leave our society the way it is. If you cannot see to do this, then at the very least, give the people their voice and
LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE!

In summary, here are the main take-home points:

Voting for same-sex marriage:

Opposes the Will of the people



opposes the oemocratic process

opposes Natural Law

Weakens our society (potential for polygamy and child marriage being legalired, etc)

Uses children as experiments

Increased cost of healthcare to our state

Social and health issues expensive to rehabilitate in our state

Forces parents to relinquish their influence over their children and hand it to state government/schools

Forces children to choose their sexual preference at an early age when they are vulnerable and immature

weakens education (distraction from academics)

Increases risk for sexually transmitted diseases such as HIV, syphilis, etc among youth

Puts public accommodation above religious freedom

Steals keiki's innocence much earlier with a strong focus on sexuality starting as early as kindergarten (see what has happened in Mass., Canada, etc)

oisrespects the desire ofthe peoplel

The only fair way is tn VOTE ND and take it to a public vote! LET THE PEOPLE DEClDE!!

Thank you very much for your time and attention,

Gerald T. K. wong
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To:    The House Judiciary Committee 
  The House Finance Committee 
 
From:   Mike M. Lwin 
  91-1325 Kuanoo Street 
  Ewa Beach, HI  96706 
  (808) 678-3778 
 
Subject:   Testimony in Opposition to Special Session and SB 1 
 
 
Aloha Chair Rhoads, Chair Luke and Members of Both the House Committees on Judiciary 
and Finance, 
 
As a concerned citizen and registered voter, I am submitting this testimony to voice my 
strong opposition to Bill SB1 that would legalize same sex marriage in Hawaii. 
 
In 1998 I voted for what I understood was defining marriage to be between one man and 
one woman.  In fact, 70% of Hawaii's voters agreed with me. Now here it is almost 15 years 
later and this is still an issue.  If you want to redefine marriage, please let the people you 
represent decide by a constitutional amendment. One that means what it says, not a legal 
loophole.  It seems that our elected officials are taking upon themselves to undo what the 
voters in Hawaii have already decided. 
 
Additionally, I oppose this bill because the religious protection clauses are inadequate for 
people of faith to exercise their First Amendment right of speech and religion.  
 
I ask you to please do one of two things: 
 
A. Leave the institution of marriage the way it has been for thousands of years. And the way 
we thought we defined it in 1998 
 
B. Take the issue back to the citizens of the State and allow us to vote for a clearly worded 
constitutional amendment 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify against this special session and against this bill. 
 
Mahalo! 
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Joseph R Spatola Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: OPPOSITION to S.B.#1 Testimony I oppose this bill and this special 
session. The First Amendment: Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, 
and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. — The First Amendment to 
the U.S. Constitution Religion The First Amendment prohibits government from 
establishing a religion and protects each person's right to practice (or not practice) any 
faith without government interference. The Freedom Forum's First Amendment Center 
operates several Religious Freedom Programs advancing the understanding of freedom 
of religion in public schools and other venues. Free speech The First Amendment says 
that people have the right to speak freely without government interference. #1 this bill is 
in violation of our first amendment rights. Religion The First Amendment prohibits 
government from establishing a religion and protects each person's right to practice (or 
not practice) any faith without government interference. The Homosexuals for the most 
part do not believe in GOD. #2 The Special Session is illegal. There is no imminent 
threat of emergency, no threat of loss of life and these bill only effects less than 5% of 
Hawaii’s population. #3 Religious organizations and charities and other institutions are 
registered as 503c tax exempt nonprofit organizations therefore S.B. #1 dated Oct. 28, 
2013, section (3) and all of its subparagraphs must be deleted.. #4. The Governor and 
this committee/special session have denied me and the people the right to decide this 
issue. #5. I want the Homosexual and Lesbian community to stop using the Hawaii 
State Colors as their colors. I want them to stop using the term GAY to describe 
themselves. #6. You have thrown down the gauntlet to the Morale Majority of the State 
of Hawaii and the United States of America; if you pass this bill you will empower the 
Homosexuals to shut down religion, eventually take you jobs and have their own people 
elected. This puts the United States on the road to damnation and utter destruction. #7 . 
This is not the same as when the slaves wanted equality. The slaves wanted to become 
part of the American society and be respected for it. The Homosexuals want domination 
and they will sue and tie up the courts for frivolous reasons. #8. Our laws are reflections 
of our morality. We send criminals to jail. Our morals and laws presently reflect 
Homosexuality and Prostitution as immoral and illegal acts. #9. I do not want them 
teaching the Homosexual Life style in our schools. I see lewd conduct –movies about 
men sleeping together –blow jobs and anal sex. I see movies about women having sex 
with four tits and two viginas all being made under the guise of sexual education. We 
have laws against pornography and want children can and cannot see. In our schools 
we teach biology and science, not heterosexual life style. Why should Homos be 
allowed to teach their life style to our children in school. #10. Most of all what happens 
to the statue of Saint Damien in front of the Capitol Building and the Eternal Flame 
across the street. Homosexuals do not believe in God, have no respect for Veterans; 
who have fought to preserve our American Way of life. #11. I charge you again the 
Government works for the people. It is supposed to be a government of the people by 



the people, not 77 people dictating their will to the people. You , the Governor, the 
President OBAMA, and the Congress have all forgotten that. You make your petty deals 
to promote your own agenda and you forget about the people you work for. You have 
become the Kings and queen the monarchy of our government. You think you are better 
than us. You’re not! Eventually the last straw will break the backs of the oppressed-the 
people. Beware the people are preparing their horses for the fight that is yet to come! 
There will be no special interest groups allowed, no union influence, no super pacts to 
fund you objectives. There will be term limits of 2 terms per office and you will allowed 
to serve in only one office from dog catcher to the President. And you better keep the 
job you had before you went into politics because that’s what you will go back too. 
Summary: I oppose S.B.#1 and this illegal special session and any and all things 
Homosexual. Joseph R. Spatola 1255 Nuuan Ave. #1805 Honolulu, Hawaii 96817-4009 
Email: Spatwerx@gmail.com 

mailto:Spatwerx@gmail.com


Dear House Committee, 

My name is Penny Toilolo and I live at 55-603 Moana Street in Laie, which makes me one of the 

constituents whom you represent. I understand that a bill has been given to you for review by our 

Governor that will re-define marriage in Hawaii. I also understand that in the special session called by 

our Governor you will be asked to vote in the affirmative or the negative on the proposed legislation to 

legalize same-sex marriage in Hawaii. 

The purpose of this e-mail is to ask you to please vote in the Negative on any piece of legislation that 

would change the definition of marriage from the currently stated “a man and a woman”. The people 

should have the right to make this decision by placing a constitutional amendment on the ballot next 

year that they may vote and make the voice of the general public known regarding this decree that will 

affect the entire state. 

As you review and contemplate the decision to vote on the legislature proposed, I want you to know 

that I do not support same-sex “marriage”. More so I do not support the fact that our legislature is 

making this decision for us. This is my voice. 

Sincerely, 

Penny Toilolo 

 



 

 

To: House Joint Judiciary and Finance Committees 
Hearing Date:  Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m. 
Place:  Capitol Auditorium 
Re: TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SB 1 RELATING TO EQUALITY 
 
 
Dear Honorable Chairs Rhoads and Luke and Members of the House Judiciary and 
Finance Committees:  
 
I am writing to voice my opposition to Bill SB1.  
 
First, let me say that I do support equal rights for all, but I am asking you to allow the 
people to decide on the issue of marriage as I believe the legislature is going against 
the will of the people. I support equality for all including the rights of conscience and 
religious freedom, which I ask you to respect as our elected leaders. 
 
I do understand that if this goes to public vote, it may pass.  I would feel much better 
about it then.  But, not as it is currently written.  There should be more protections for 
people who do not agree with this bill for religious reasons.  The way it is written 
currently leaves may opportunities for religious freedoms to be violated.  I am not just 
referring to religious leaders, but also to the people. 
 
I also believe that the process should take longer than a week to decide for something 
of this magnitude.  Please consider hearing this bill during the regular session instead 
so that it can properly be vetted and examined as all other bills. The people who elected 
you to serve as their voices should have a say in public policy that will forever obliterate 
thousand of years of indigenous and non-native culture, customs and traditions.  
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
 
Jessica Plummer 
Honolulu, Hi 96826 



Dear House Committee, 

My name is Penilosa A. Taosoga and I live at 55-603 Moana Street in Laie, which makes me one of the 

constituents whom you represent. I understand that a bill has been given to you for review by our 

Governor that will re-define marriage in Hawaii. I also understand that in the special session called by 

our Governor you will be asked to vote in the affirmative or the negative on the proposed legislation to 

legalize same-sex marriage in Hawaii. 

The purpose of this e-mail is to ask you to please vote in the Negative on any piece of legislation that 

would change the definition of marriage from the currently stated “a man and a woman”. The people 

should have the right to make this decision by placing a constitutional amendment on the ballot next 

year that they may vote and make the voice of the general public known regarding this decree that will 

affect the entire state. 

As you review and contemplate the decision to vote on the legislature proposed, I want you to know 

that I do not support same-sex “marriage”. More so I do not support the fact that our legislature is 

making this decision for us. This is my voice. 

Sincerely, 

Penilosa A. Taosoga 

 



Testimony Presented Before the 
HOUSE JUDICIARY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE 

 
October 31, 2013 10:00a.m. 

 
By 

Joel Weaver 
 

Re: SB 1 RELATING TO SAME SEX MARRIAGE 
 
Dear Chair Rhoads, Vice Chair Har and Chair Luke, Vice Chairs Nishimoto and Johanson 
 
Thanks for the opportunity to testify in opposition to SB 1.  I am a 27-year resident of the state of 
Hawaii and proud to have been a registered and engaged voter for all of those years. 
 
I am opposed to this bill because I believe it circumvents basic principles of democracy and opens a 
veritable Pandora's box of unforeseen legal, social, moral and economic issues. 
 
There are many reasons for my opposition to this bill.  Among them are: 
--This rushed special session does not allow enough time to discuss one of the most controversial 
issues of our time.   
--The refusal to allow amendments means that democracy is not being allowed to function. 
--In 1998, the people of our state believed the issue had been settled.  This is such a momentous social 
issue that the people should be allowed to vote again. 
--A constitutional amendment would better address same-sex marriage AND allow for ample public 
input. 
--Marriage is NOT a civil right, and no court (including the Supreme Court of the United States) has 
ever said that it is. 
--None of the other states that do not currently permit same-sex marriages are rushing into a special 
session.  The regular session starts in January—10 weeks away!—so why not introduce this bill during 
the legislative session so it can be fully vetted? 
--The so-called “religious exemption” language in the governor’s bill is invalidated due to the public 
accommodations carve out.  This would potentially lead to violations of the First Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution.  The bill must be amended to correct this, but this five-day session is insufficient for 
amendments to be made and vetted adequately. 
 
Each of these concerns by itself is reason enough to refuse to pass this bill during a hastily assembled 
special session.  Redefining the meaning of marriage is social engineering on a GRAND scale, and 
deserves adequate public discussion before being adopted on a statewide basis. 
 
Thanks for giving the people a voice, and refusing to ram this bill through.   
Thanks for allowing this issue to be brought up in the course of the regular session for discussion and 
debate, as issues are intended to be dealt with in a normally functioning representative democracy.  
Thanks for letting the people vote on this momentous issue. 
 
Mahalo 



From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov [mailto:mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:43 PM 
To: House Special Session 
Cc: wmaglinti@yahoo.com 
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB1 on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM (In Person) 

 

SB1 
Submitted on: 10/29/2013 
Testimony for on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM in Conference Room Auditorium 

Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

wanda maglinti Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Aloha, My name is Wanda Maglinti, I am a wife and a Mother of 5. For 
years I've always believed that God was in control as far as our Government was 
concern. I have disagreed on a numerous things that happen throughout the years, 
however, I have always kept my faith and trusted that God was still in control. I have 
always believed as long as I keep praying for everyone in our Government and high 
Authority God's Devine desires would be fulfilled. However, that is not the case with this 
matter. I have never experienced this kind of feelings and emotions before. Then God 
showed me that it was important for me to voice my feelings and actually get off my 
okole and do and say something in His Honor. I do oppose Same Sex Marriage in all its 
context; from the marriage to the churches and business to the education being forced 
to either serve and or teach about homosexuality. It is obvious that I have been so 
wrong for not voting all these years and promise to be very active in that department 
and with the candidate that I believe would be the right choice to serve my district, city, 
state, and county. My 15 year old niece yesterday while holding her sign in support of 
Traditional Marriage was spit on in the face from a gay supporter who jumped out of his 
vehicle and took off. I strongly feel against any kind of aggressiveness in anyway or 
form on both parties. But, could you imagine how ugly this can be. Marriage is a 
Covenant set by God between and Man and Women with laws that are placed upon 
them. It is sad that yes they are not always obedient to those laws or are plain out 
ignorant of those laws all together. Gays have questioned about how straights disobey 
God with divorce. however true, the bible does give leeway for divorce how ever it has 
never done that for marriage. if the civil union needs to be fix to accommodate them. It 
seems to be more of a benefit issue first, then to me even though they know that 
marriage is a covenant created by God for a Man and Women, it becomes like a 
mockery for all those who believe in Traditional Marriage and the Holiness and sacred 
strengths in Marriage. please i am asking humbly and I am praying over all that you will 
make a Godly decision in this matter. On top of it all May God's Forgiveness be upon us 
all for even getting this far. May the Love of God and His Communion be with us all.. In 
Christ I Remain, Amen Wanda Maglinti 
 
Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing, improperly 



identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or distributed to 
the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing. 
 
Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email 
webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov 
 

mailto:webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov


Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

Heidi Ka'aihue-Lacsina Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Testimony Heidi Ka'aihue-Lacsina Date: October 29th, 2013 Karl Rhoads, 
Chair House Judiciary Committee Sylvia Luke, Chair House Finance Committee Re: 
TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SB 1 RELATING TO EQUALITY Dear Honorable 
Chair Rhoads and Luke and Committee, Thank you for the opportunity to hear my 
voice. I stand today opposed to this bill and its so-called marriage equality, to give the 
rights to those of same sex gender to marry is one thing but to take the rights of others 
is another thing, your SB 1 gives no protection to faith based business, churches or 
facilities, that if this bill passes, "as is," then churches, local faith based business and 
facilities will be targeted by those who oppose our belief. We are asked to accept their 
sexual preferences but when we stand up for our faith and morals we are cussed at, 
name called, and worse sued for discrimination and our First Amendment Rights are 
thrown out as if they never existed, I thought that this was America a country built upon 
Faith. All I ask is that you consider revisiting the exemptions listed for the protection of 
faith based facilities and grounds as well as small businesses, to call this bill equal or 
equality, then it better balance out for ALL the people who call Hawaii home, not just a 
few, for less then 916 civil unions couples, as of 2 years ago when Governor 
Abercrombie signed it into law, are living in Hawaii out of 1.4 million people, so less then 
1/5 of 1% of the people who live in Hawaii will benefit from this bill, while those of us 
who are of faith must defend our business, churches and facilities from being put out of 
service, a service that benefits the communities in which they operate. I find it rather 
disgusting to think that our Hawaii has come to this, that our culture has shifted so badly 
that we who call Hawaii home will feel imprisoned once again, to accept someone else's 
sexual preference when they are not willing to accept my freedom to live my life with the 
faith I have in Jesus Christ, this just no can. In closing, I ask that you would take a look 
at what's happening in the other states that have passed this type of bill, for ours is the 
worse one written in regards to religious exemptions for pastors and clergy, for 
churches and their grounds, for facilities and small businesses, not to mention the effect 
it will have on our keiki of Hawaii if this bill passes and there is no protection as to what 
is taught in the public schools. I hope that you, as our Representatives and Senators, 
would slow it down long enough to really listen to the people and make the right choices 
that would benefit ALL of the people of Hawaii, not just a few, and if that's not possible 
then put it on the ballot and let the people vote! Mahalo, Heidi Ka'aihue-Lacsina 



Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

Sharon Williams Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: I strongly oppose SB1. Like many people I have several people in my 
immediate family & many friends who are part of the LBGT community but I strongly 
believe all the people of Hawaii should have their say in this important matter. There are 
always so many unintended consequences when laws get passed and this bill is being 
rushed through & not vetted properly. Lawmakers are placed in office to represent their 
constituents not to vote for themselves. Monday's rallies approximately 100 people 
showed up in support of this bill (many from the M/L) & approximately 7000 showed up 
in opposition. I think majority of the people who vote in favor of this bill will likely not be 
in office after this next election. Please listen to the people & allow us to vote. Mahalo. 



Submitted By Organization Teitgiigg in

l MarkWilliams l| Individual ll Oppose ll Yes

Comments: I strongly oppose SB1. I believe this bill is severely flawed and should not
be rushed. Please allow the people of Hawaii to vote on this important issue.



 
 
 
 
 
To: Chair Karl Roads, Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From: Vickie M. Simpson 
             92-804 Ahikoe Street 
             Kapolei, Hawaii 96707 
             (808) 352-8480 
 
Subject:  In-Person Testimony in Opposition to Special Session and Senate 
Bill 1, The Hawaii Marriage Equality Act of 2013 at 10:00 am on Thursday 31 
October 2013. 
 
Aloha Honorable Chair Rhoads, Vice Chair Har and Members of the Committee on 
Judiciary and Finance. 
 
 
I am a very concerned citizen of this state; I am submitting this testimony in 
opposition to this special session and the bill that would legalize same sex marriage 
in Hawaii. 
 
I believe it is my right and responsibility to vote and I have been since the age of 18. 
I have also faithfully believed that our government is representing the will of the 
people.  I do not believe this process is.  This will change our state constitution and 
that should be up to the people to decide.  Please let the will of the people be heard.  
Please let the people you represent decide by a vote.  It seems wrong that our 
elected officials are taking it upon themselves to undo what the voters in Hawaii 
have already decided, and we are very disappointed in this whole process. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Vickie M. Simpson 
 
 
 
 



To: The House Judiciary Committee 
        The House Finance Committee 
Hearing Date/Time: Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m. 
Place:  Capitol Auditorium 
Re:  Strong Opposition to SB1 
 
Dear Chairs Rhoads and Luke, and Members of both the House Committees on 
Judiciary and Finance: 
 
We the people voted you in and trusted that you would protect the fundamental 
democratic principles.  Therefore, having a five day special session is NOT ample 
time to discuss the most controversial issue of our time.  Nor can any amendments 
be made to legislation.  This insults the democratic process and rob the people’s 
rights to be heard, which I'm sure is not your intent. 
 
I am therefore opposing SB1 and implore you to please respect and defend the 
democratic process and allow a Constitutional Amendment which  would better 
address same-sex marriage and allow for public input.   
 
If it is true that the attitudes have changed toward same-sex marriage, then PELASE 
allow the people to vote on this crucial issue that will have a tremendous impact and 
ramification that has not been thoroughly thought out on our beloved aina and its 
almost 1.4 million residents. 
 
I believe all of you have been allowed to be in your position for such a time as this to 
uphold our state's motto: The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. 
 
In closing, as a reminder our government is of the people, by the people, for the 
people... 
 
Thank you and Respectfully, 
 
Noela Nance 
Honolulu, HI  96818 
 
 



Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

karen kimura Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Dear Chairman Rhoads and Judiciary and Labor Committee, Please protect 
traditional marriage and centuries of Hawaii's culture and traditions by voting "NO" on 
this Marriage Equality Bill. Mahalo, Karen Kimura 
 



Karl Rhoads, Chair Sylvia Luke, Chair                10/31/13 

House Judiciary Committee House Finance Committee 

 

Re: TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SB 1 RELATING TO EQUALITY 

 

Dear Honorable Chairs Rhoads and Luke and Members of the House Judiciary and 

Finance Committees, 

 

I am a registered voter and am in opposition to SB 1.  I am a teacher in our state’s public school system 

and have been for the past 18 years. Interestingly, your job as a legislator is similar to my job as a 

teacher. People look to us for leadership, guidance, and direction. As a legislator, you are regularly 

called upon to exercise your judgment and wisdom regarding bills that you pass. As an educator, I am 

regularly called upon to exercise my judgment and wisdom regarding the curriculum I teach.  

 

Passing a same‐sex marriage bill would strip me of my right to question or even refuse to teach a 

curriculum that I felt was not in the best interest of all my students. In fact, teachers across the U.S. and 

Canada have not only been in danger of losing their jobs for questioning LGBT curriculum, they’ve been 

prosecuted for discrimination! 

 

As a state legislator, imagine what it would be like if you were mandated to pass only certain bills and, 

when you questioned whether the bill was in the best interest of all citizens, you were not only 

threatened with losing your legislative seat, you were prosecuted for discrimination! 

 

This is happening across our nation and is a direct result of bills like SB 1. I do not want to see it happen 

here in Hawai`i. Passing this bill will literally remove the ability and responsibility of 12,000 public school 

teachers to exercise their wisdom and judgment regarding the curricula they teach. While a small 

minority in the LGBT community are satisfied because material promoting their lifestyle is forced into 

the public schools, the negative impact on the rest of the students in each school is unimaginable. 

 

Since SB 1 has such far‐reaching ramifications and consequences, prudence demands that we not rush 
into this decision but pause and open up dialogue to look through the fine details and make a decision 
based on reason and that is in the best interest of all citizens. 
 
Thank you for allowing me to testify. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Alec Shimizu 
1203 Ala Alii St. #87 
Honolulu, HI 96818 
808‐383‐6457 



To: House Committee

Hearing Date/Time: Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m.

Place: Capitol Auditorium

Re: Strong Support of SB1, Relating to Equal Rights

Dear Chair Rhoads, Chair Luke, and members ofthe House Committees on Judiciary and Finance,

I am writing in strong support of SB 1.

I am the mother of four children, one of whom is a proud, out, and active member ofthe LGBT
community. My children are all equal to me and they should be equal under the laws of our state. My
three daughters have protections and benefits under the law but not my son because he is gay. l am
equally proud of all of my children and expect that that the laws of our state and nation to afford each
of them equal protections, opportunities, benefits, and support. My son should not have to live in
another state in order to have equal protections under the law.

The freedom to marry the person you love is a basic freedom that should not be denied to anyone. Gay
and lesbian couples get married for similar reasons as everyone else — to make a lifetime promise of
love, commitment and fidelity to the person they love. In Hawaii, my daughters can enter into marriage
but my son cannot. A civil union is not equal to marriage.

In Hawaii, we don't turn our backs on family. No member ofanyone's ohana — gay or straight — should
have to face shame because of who they are and who they love. In my family, my son's coming out
publicly in a national forum has given strength to others in our family to be true to themselves and come
out with the support, acceptance and understanding of family. My son's coming out has also enhanced
the dialogue in our family for openness and acceptance which has not been an easy task. My maternal
and paternal family have very strong ties to the Catholic Church. My mother, aunts, and cousins are
alumni of Sacred Hearts Academy and my father, uncles, and cousins alumni of Saint Louis High School.

Religion is a personal choice. Marriage equality is a civil right. While many ofthe churches here in our
state and nation do not support marriage equality, Pope Francis, the leader ofthe Catholic Church has
acknowledged that "We have learned much about homosexuality in recent years. We now know that
being gay isn't a choice, but something one is born with. If our Lord decides that someone should come
into this world a certain way, who are we to judge his choice?" The churches do not represent or speak



for the law but they do speak for a vocal minority in our nation, many of whom strongly believe that one
group is more deserving of protections under the law than another. These churches speak for
themselves and their beliefs. Civil rights are not beliefs. Marriage equality is not a belief. Marriage
equality is a Civil Right.

The government should not be in the business of telling people who they can and cannot marry. None of
us would want to be told that it is illegal to marry the person we love. Many ofthe marriages here in
Hawaii would have been illegal prior to the Loving v Virginia decision, including many in my own family
and possibly your own. Marriage, as acknowledged by our government, comes with legal protections,
benefits, responsibilities and opportunities. The government should not have two tiers of consenting
adults where one group is afforded legal protections and the other not. The government does have a
responsibility to ensure equal protections under the law to all of its citizens. Denying marriage equality
to our gay community is the government denying equal protections and keeping our gay community in a
second-class tier. That is not acceptable, it is not pono, and it is notjust.

I have grandchildren and hope to see the day when I also have great-grandchildren. It is time for Hawaii
to ensure that our generations of today and tomorrow are treated with equality under the law
regardless of whether they are "straight" or gay. For Hawaii to not legalize marriage equality is to say
that we in Hawaii have our family and communities in first-class and second-class tiers. That is not
acceptable in any ohana and is not acceptable in our state.

Please pass this bill to allow for marriage equality for all of Hawaii's families.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.



From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov [mailto:mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:15 PM 
To: House Special Session 
Cc: mkalohelani@gmail.com 
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB1 on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM (In Person) 

 

SB1 
Submitted on: 10/29/2013 
Testimony for on Oct 31, 2013 10:00AM in Conference Room Auditorium 

Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

Mana Kalohelani Individual Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Dear Chair Rhoads, Judiciary Committee and Chair Luke, Finance 
Committee I am writing today, to voice my strong opposition to Bill SB1. As an educator, 
I often teach my young students to always voice their concerns, talk out any issues and 
not be hasty when making decisions. I believe that this is an advice that I must give to 
all of you as well. I am asking that you allow the people to decide on the issue of 
marriage, as it is a value that will represent Hawaii; if passed, a value that will 
misrepresent the people of Hawaii. Equality for all people is an important aspect of 
society that all should embrace, but not when it infringes on other people and groups' 
rights. How is it equality for all when the focus is placed upon giving one group their 
rights, yet stripping another of theirs? I implore you as our elected leaders to really 
break down the bill and critically assess the true meaning behind the sixteen pages. By 
expediting this process, not only does it take away the voice of the people, but it also 
forces all of the elected officials to vote on an issue that they may not be truly 
knowledgeable about. Voting "yes" to this special session, will remove traditions, 
customs and most importantly, personal values. Thank you for this opportunity to testify, 
Mana Kalohelani Mililani, Hawaii 
 
Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing, improperly 
identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or distributed to 
the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing. 
 
Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email 
webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov 
 

mailto:webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov


October 31, 2013
Ju Frigillana
94-406 Keaoopua St #48A
Mililani, Hi 96789 

Re: OPPOSITION TO SB 1

Dear Honorable Chair Rhoads and Luke and Members of the House Judiciary and 
Finance Committees,

I have the privilege of serving and working with communities, non-profits, schools, 
families and individuals with varying needs, statuses, and back grounds to make a positive 
impact for today and our future generation.  We are so fortunate to live in a State that is 
full of aloha, full of breath, accepting of all cultures, nationalities, and traditions with 
strong foundations of good morals, freedom, conscience, faith, hard work, and family. 
However, I fear today we stand so close in breaking, weakening and losing our identity, 
our uniqueness, our strength, and our values that makes this State so beautiful. 

Opposing to SB1 is not about rejection or religion but about protection. Protecting the 
Aloha; the foundation of Hawaii, and continuing to build upon what is right, what is true, 
and what is sacred.      

Please give this bill the due process it needs in a regular session where it can properly be 
vetted and examined. Please allow the people of Hawaii to let their voices be heard as 
you have back in 1998 and not allow this very important matter to be decided in this 
special session. 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. 

Sincerely yours,

Ju Frigillana

MIlilani, Hi 96789



Dear	Chair	Rhoads,	Chair	Luke,	and	members	of	the	House	Committees	on	Judiciary	
and	Finance,	
	
I	am	writing	in	strong	support	of	SB	1.	
	
The	freedom	to	marry	the	person	you	love	is	a	basic	freedom	that	should	not	be	
denied	to	anyone.		Gay	and	lesbian	couples	get	married	for	similar	reasons	as	
everyone	else	–	to	make	a	lifetime	promise	of	love,	commitment	and	fidelity	to	the	
person	they	love.	
	
In	Hawaii,	we	don’t	turn	our	backs	on	family.		No	member	of	anyone’s	ohana	–	gay	
or	straight	–	should	have	to	face	shame	because	of	who	they	are	and	who	they	love.	
	
The	government	should	not	be	in	the	business	of	telling	people	who	they	can	and	
cannot	marry.		None	of	us	would	want	to	be	told	that	it	is	illegal	to	marry	the	person	
we	love.	
	
Please	pass	this	bill	to	allow	for	marriage	equality	for	all	of	Hawaii’s	families.			
	
Thank	you	for	this	opportunity	to	testify	



Submitted By Organization Testifier Position Teitgiigg in

I Lana Lando Individual Comments Only Yes I

Comments: To all of the House of representatives, Aloha My name is Lana Lando. I
would like for all of you to know how I feel about this SB1. WE have put our trust in all of
you to make the right decisions on behalf of the people of Hawaii on this hot
topic(TraditionaI Marriage). This will affect my childrens futurell Also their educational
rights. I will pull them out of public school if they are allowed to teach things that peitain
to a different IifestyIe(HomosexuaI). Make the right decision for the future of our Iandll
Mahalo



 

 

To: House of Representative 
 
Hearing Date/Time: Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m.  
 
Place: Capitol Auditorium  
 
Re: Strong Opposition of SB1  
 
 
Dear House Committee, 
  
 
I am writing to voice my opposition to Bill SB1.  
 
I am asking you to allow the people to decide on the issue of marriage, as I 
believe the legislature is going against the will of the people.  
 
The people of Hawaii should not be forced to decide between Constitutional 1st 
right’s versus any possibility of being sued for desiring to uphold beliefs including 
those concerning marriage. I support equality for all including the rights of 
conscience and religious freedom, which I ask you to respect as our elected 
leaders. 
 
We live in the land of the free. We as a people have fought for our freedom, and 
for the ability to choose. Give us the privelege to vote, and the decomcracy we 
have fought for and deserve. 
 
I am opposed to the most contentious social issue in our history being decided in 
an inadequate period of a week and ask that you please uphold the principles of 
democracy and the democratic due process by allowing it to go through a regular 
session where it can be thoroughly vetted and examined as all critical bills. The 
people who elected you to serve as their voices should have a say in public 
policy that will forever obliterate hundreds of years of indigenous and non-native  
culture, customs and traditions. Your "yes" vote in special session is clearly a NO 
vote to democracy! I oppose this bill.  
 
Mahalo for the opportunity to testify.  
 
Victoria Current 
 
Honolulu, HI 96816 



Phyllis Young
909 Kahauloa Place
Honolulu, HI 96825
808-395-6694/808-389-6694

RepresenTaTive Karl Rhoades, Chair House Judiciary CommiTTee
l2epresenTaTive Sylvia Luke, Chair House Finance CommiTTee

Dear Honorable Chairs Rhoades and Luke,

Re: TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SB 1 RELATING TO EQUALITY

My name is Phyllis Young and I am deeply opposed To SB 1.

There were over 1600 people who submiTTed Their TesTimonies To The SenaTe asking for Time To
speak. Many were noT allowed To speak because They were Too laTe in geTTing a TickeT. Of Those
who could speak, Tesfimony Time was cuT from 2 minuTes To 1 minuTe. The proporTion of Those
opposed To The SB 1 allowing SSM was overwhelmingly opposed boTh in wriTTen and oral TesTimony.
Why were These people noT afforded Their righT To give Their personal Tesfimony. Rush, rush, rush!
For whaT—and for whose purpose?

WhaT is very Troubling To me is ThaT we are Told by law ThaT we have The righT To speak our defense
re proposed bills buT in pracTice, The legislaTors in The SenaTe did noT lisTen To us. They did noT
consider The facTs ThaT There were far more people expressing Their opposifion To This bill Than
Those for iT. They did noT pay aTTenTion To The facT ThaT There were almosT 10,000 people who
showed up To demonsTraTe Their uniTy To oppose SB 1 on Monday afTernoon. And mosT of all, They
are noT calling To mind ThaT They represenT The people and noT Themselvesl!

IT acTually haunTs me ThaT The same Tune is being passed down from The larger Democrafic ParTy To
Those here in Hawaii: 6overnmenT knows besT because The people are Too sTupid To know whaT is
righT for us, righT for our sTaTe, righT for our counTry! Heaven forbid ThaT any DemocraT should
voTe by Their informed God-given conscience To voTe againsT The ParTy PlaTform!

You have heard The facTs...facTs ThaT should cause a “wal<e-up" call To every soul. The facTs Tell us
ThaT in sTaTes ThaT have allowed SSM To be legalized, as well as in Canada, The LGBT communiTy —
even Though a minoriTy group-- have successfully sTripped The righTs of parenTs, churches, and small
businesses who wanT To exercise Their ConsTiTuTional righTs . Religious Freedom and Freedom of
Speech are being sTomped upon by The legalizaTion of SSM. If you don'T know abouT This, shame on
you for noT having done your homework. Shame on you for noT aTTending informaflonal forums ThaT
were available To you To geT facTs from all sides.

Please do acknowledge The facT ThaT There is a large populaTion of gays and lesbians who are
e><Tremely miliTanT. This group of LGBT are aT war wiTh Those who claim ThaT marriage is only



beTween a man and a woman. Know ThaT This goal of legalizing same—sex marriage is buT a sTepping
sTone To furTher Their plan. They are aT war wiTh The churches and The faifhful church-going
people who sTill sTand on The Word of God and iTs auThoriTy. This miliTanT LGBT group is brighT and
They have charTed Their course well. They have already planTed Their seeds in our schools. They
desire To capTure The children of Today and of fuTure generaTions To shape Their minds, aTTiTudes
and beliefs beginning aT The early age of KindergarTen, increasing Their dogma as children advance
in age. Their very words in The “LiTTle Black Book" published in MassachuseTTs say ThaT This is a
wonderful Time To be gay because anyThing goes and There is no limiT To The fun one can have wiTh
gay sex. They Teach ThaT The bible is irrelevanT in This age. We have been Told ThaT in Canada
Teacher and sTudenTs of faiTh are To park Their faiTh aT The school door.

Finally, in spiTe of whaT The Governor and The aTTorney general may Tell you, churches are noT
proTecTed by This bill. As long as There is a public accommodaTion clause in iT, NO ONE is e><empT.
You need To know Thisll Please show me a church ThaT does noT open iTs doors To non-parishioners.
CounT The many churches ThaT open iTs doors To The youTh To use Their school gymns, allow AA
groups To gaTher for Their very imporTanT weekly meeTings. How many churches on This island
parTicipaTe in The Family Promise program ThaT houses and feeds families giving Them a hand up?
This bill would also TargeT CaTholic ChariTies and oTher religious groups as well.

I urge you noT To rush This exfremely imporTanT issue aT This special session. VoTe “no" and leT The
people decide!



I wish to testify in person on SB1 and my opposition to it. 

 

It is certainly clear that the voters of Hawaii did not intend to recognize homosexual unions as equal to 

heterosexual marriages, so I resent the legislature and the Governor assuming that they know better 

than the voters. 

I respectfully disagree with the position that this bill is about equality and that opposition to it is 

“unenlightened.”  This bill as written gives a small minority group rights that deny the freedom of 

speech and freedom of religion rights that the much larger majority.  There are not sufficient protections 

in this bill for religious schools, religious organizations, and individuals who wish to exercise their 

freedom of religion and serve/support/associate with those that share those views.  I do not agree that 

my tax dollars need to support choices that individuals make that are contrary to my personal religious 

beliefs and contrary to God’s Law.  I reach out in love to those who disagree with me.  I do not condemn 

them, but cannot support our society condoning their choices and saying that they are OK.  I believe that 

would be a disservice to them.   

I am not a lifelong Hawaiian.  To some, that lessens my opinion and the validity of my argument for 

what’s right for Hawaii.  But I chose to come here.  I was very excited for the opportunity to live here.  I 

think coming into this Blessed land gives a perspective that living here you whole life doesn’t offer.  That 

doesn’t make it better, but it makes it just as valid .  It breaks my heart to see Hawaii so divided over an 

issue that never should have gone to a special session in the first place.  The people have already 

spoken.  Listen to them.  Or ask them again, if you like.  But don’t vote this misguided legislation into 

law. 



To: House of Representatives Committee  
Hearing Date/Time: Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m.  
 
Place: Capitol Auditorium  
Re: Strong Opposition of SB1  
 
Dear House of Representatives Committee:  
 
I am writing to voice my opposition to Bill SB1.  
 
I am asking you to allow the people to decide on the issue of marriage as I believe the 
legislature is going against the will of the people.  
 
The people of Hawaii should not be forced to decide between Constitutional 1st 
Amendment freedom of religion rights versus any possibility of being sued for desiring to 
uphold beliefs including those concerning marriage. I strongly support equality for all 
including the rights of conscience and religious freedom, which I ask you to respect as our 
elected leaders.  
 
I am opposed to the most contentious social issue in our history being decided in an 
inadequate period of a week and ask that you please uphold the principles of democracy 
and the democratic due process by allowing it to go through a regular session where it can 
be thoroughly vetted and examined as all critical bills. The people who elected you to serve 
as their voices should have a say in public policy that will forever obliterate hundreds of 
years of indigenous and non-native culture, customs and traditions. Your "yes" vote in 
special session is clearly a NO vote to democracy!  
 
Thanks again for the opportunity to testify.  
 
James Lui 
Honolulu, HI 96822 



Submitted By Organization Teitgiigg in

I Les Yanagi Individual Oppose Yes ‘

Comments: The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Chair The Honorable Sharon E. Har, Vice
Chair House Committee on Judiciary The Honorable Sylvia Luke, Chair The Honorable
Scott Y. Nishimoto, Vice Chair The Honorable Aaron Ling Johanson, Vice Chair House
Committee on Finance SB1: The Hawaii Marriage Equality Act of 2013 Hearing Date:
Thursday, October 31, 2013 at 10:00 a.m. I will be present to personally deliver my
testimony Hearing Location: Auditorium, Hawaii State Capitol; 415 South Beretania
Street; Honolulu, Hl 96813 Re: In Opposition to SB 1, The Hawaii Marriage Equality Act
of 2013 Dear House Committee on Judiciary and House Committee on Finance, I am
opposed to SB 1, the Marriage Equality Act of 2013, because the bill does not
adequately protect religious liberty. The Senate bill does not fully protect religious
institutions and clergy 1) Many churches have nonprofit institutions such as schools and
colleges that help them carry out their religious missions. The Senate bill covers only
“religious organizations" and not organizations such as these. Unlike protections that
are found in other states that have legalized same-sex marriage, this bill does not
protect these institutions that play such a vital educational role for churches. 2) The
Senate bill protects churches from having to hold same-sex marriage celebrations on its
properties and places of worship provided that it doesn't offer marriage celebrations to
the general public for a profit. The does not go far enough. Unlike protections found in
other states, the Senate bill does not protect churches from having to hold same-sex
wedding receptions and other related gatherings or from having to provide services in
connection with same-sex marriages such as marriage preparation and counseling. 3)
Many churches fund important programs such as youth ministries and feeding the
hungry by charging fees for the use of their facilities for weddings. This Senate bill does
not protect churches that provide these vital and worthwhile programs. 4) Clergy and
churches will not be protected under this Senate bill to be able to speak freely about
same-sex marriage without the threat of lawsuits for such speech being labeled as hate
speech. The Senate bill does not protect individuals and small business owners from
being forced to support and participate in same-sex wedding ceremonies 1) The Senate
bill does not protect people who are in professions that provide services for weddings
such as photographers, wedding planners, florists, food caterers and bakers from being
forced to attend and participate in same-sex marriage celebrations against their
religious beliefs. 2) The Senate bill does not protect bed and breakfast owners who are
asked to host same-sex wedding ceremonies and refuse to do so because of their
religious beliefs. 3) The Senate bill does not protectjudges who are asked to officiate at
same-sex marriage ceremonies against their religious beliefs. The Senate bill does not
protect school teachers The Senate bill does not protect school teachers from being
forced to teach courses that support and promote same-sex marriage against their
religious beliefs. The Senate bill does not protect parents and their children The Senate
bill does not protect parents who want to be notified and remove their children from
school classrooms when courses that support and promote same-sex marriage are
being taught against their religious beliefs. In the same manner, their children, who also



have religious beliefs, will also not be protected under this bill for refusing to attend
classroom lessons and read from textbooks and other instructional material that support
and promote same-sex marriage and minimize the importance of marriage between a
man and a woman. If this same-sex marriage bill is passed, there will be unintended
consequences for our state and society as a whole. Pandora’s box will be opened and it
will encourage people in other types of relationships to also want the legal right to
marry. Are you prepared to also allow people who believe in polygamy, polyamory,
incest, pedophilia and bestiality to also marry? If an emotion, love, is the only criteria
necessary for people to marry, there are no limits to the possible combinations and
configurations of relationships that will have to be legalized on the grounds of marriage
equality and equality in sexual orientation. This will literally be the end of the institution
of marriage as we know it. For these reasons, I urge you to vote NO on SB 1. Please
don't allow something of such great importance and magnitude to Hawaii and society as
a whole to be decided by members of the Legislature within the span ofjust a few days.
We the people thought our voices were heard loud and clear when we voted for a
constitutional amendment back in 1998. We want our voices to be heard once again.
We are a nation and a state of the people, by the people and for the people. Let the
people decide on this issue. Thank you for your time and for your attention on this bill.
Sincerely, Les Yanagi Registered Hawaii Voter



To: The House Judiciary Committee

The House Finance Committee

Hearing Date/Time: Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 a.m.

Place: Capitol Auditorium

Re: Strong Opposition to SB1

Dear Chairs Rhoads and Luke, and Members of both the House Committees on Judiciary and Finance:

I am writing to voice my opposition to Bill 5B1.

I am asking you to allow the people to decide on the issue of marriage as I believe the legislature is going
against the will of the people. I support equality for all including the rights of conscience and religious
freedom, which I ask you to respect as our elected leaders.

I am opposed to the most contentious social issue in our history being decided virtually in one week and
ask that you please uphold the principles of democracy and the democratic process which are being
disregarded in this special session.

This bill should be given due process during the regular session where it can properly be vetted and
examined as all other bills. The people who elected you to serve as their voices should have a say in
public policy that will forever obliterate thousand of years of indigenous and non-native culture,
customs and traditions. Your "yes" vote in special session is clearly a NO vote to democracy!

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Adam Au



Committee on Judiciary and Committee on Finance

Chair Karl Rhoads, Chair Sylvia Luke and Members

Testimony for SB1, Thursday, October 31, 2013, 10:00 am

(For in person testimony.)

 ebill. FOR a Constitutional Amendment.

The following excerpts from the Senate Journal clearly show that the State Constitution was held in high
regard The remarks clearly show that the senators were aware that an affirmative vote by the people
was to limit marriage to opposite sex couples.

As you will see by reviewing what was said on the Senate floor, the Constitutional Amendment was
proclaimed as the vehicle to limit marriage to opposite sex couples. The people voted with that in mind
Now, if that is what was proclaimed and if that is what the voters understood, it is not right to
circumvent the vote by legislative action. Did the legislature raise this issue to the constitutional level
for a reason? Will this current legislature honor what is on the legislative record?

Excerpts from the Senate Journal, Friday April 18, 1997 just prior to the vote for the Constitutional
Amendment Relating to Marriage on HB117,SD1, CD1 (Emphasis added.)

Senator Matsunaga—

"Essentially, it accomplishes what we sought to achieve last year. That is, marriage licenses will be
limited to opposite sex couples, but coupled with the passage of HB No. 118, CD1, nontraditional
couples will be provided access to substantially similar economic marital rights and benefits."

"The people of Hawaii will have an opportunity to definitively express their will on the issuance of
marriage licenses. As legislators we are bound to acknowledge their power and abide by their wi||."

Senator Sakamoto-

"...l support this because it gives the voters what they wanted and what they have been asking for, and
yes, for years, to decide for themselves what marriage means in Hawaii."

Senator Chumbley-

"I support this proposed constitutional amendment, Mr President, because I support and believe in the
right of the citizens of Hawaii to define their own constitution. I also trust that, upon full and fair
debate, our citizens, over time, will do the right thing.

"The amendment before us today is as finely tailored as we could accomplish. The people will decide
on the simple issue of whether marriage should be limited to couples of the opposite sex-- the courts
are not insulted, equal protection is not conditioned, and no religious or social dogma is adopted.
Instead, an affirmative expression of our understanding of marriage is incorporated in the supreme law
of the land.

"Mr President, as a Legislator, I took an oath to uphold the Constitution of the State of Hawaii, a
document which I hold dear as a lawmaker and as a citizen. The preamble to our constitution states,
‘We reaffirm our belief in a government of the people, by the people and for the people, and with and



understanding and compassionate heart towards all peoples of the earth, do hereby ordain and
establish this Constitution of the State of Hawaii.‘ "

Senator McCartney-

"So that the record is clear, granting similar rights and benefits does not mean granting same sex
marriage as some have alluded to in an effort to confuse the public. Our compromise package simply
gives us the legal and constitutional abilities to limit marriage to man and woman and ensures that
those who cannot be married under the law are afforded certain rights and benefits."

Ayes, 25. Noes, none.

In summary, the legislature needs to acknowledge that the voters did amend the constitution with the
intent to limit marriage to couples of the opposite sex. The current legislature needs to honor the
lggislative record. the people‘s votes, and the Hawaii State Constitution.

lam not in support ofthis bill.

Mahalo,

Norman Sakamoto









Submitted By Organization 
Testifier 
Position 

Testifying in 
Person 

paul chapman 
wednesday night 

witness 
Oppose Yes 

 
 
Comments: Representing the Wednesday Night Witness, an independent Christian 
organization committed to the upholding of the gospel of Jesus Christ, living out biblical 
truths and values in our daily lives and the open discussion of our roles in public lives, 
firmly and rightly opposes the passage of this or any bill offering to 'normalize' the 
destructive homosexual style of life. The faithful In Jesus Christ will be caricatured as 
bigots and hate mongers for expressing their dearly held belief that unrepentant sinful 
men will face judgment from a righteous and holy God. In fact we are disciples sharing 
the TRUE LOVE of God dying daily to present the truth that will save their souls. 



My name is Kent West and I am 49 years old. My partner and I just celebrated our 22nd
anniversaiy of being together. That is 22 years that we as a couple have been denied access to
1,000+ benefits and privileges, including protections under the law, that are currently exclusive
to traditionally married couples.

My partner and I are American citizens, bom and raised in the “good ole U.S. of A." We both
have been working since the age of 15, and we continue working to this day as productive and
contributing working class American citizens earning our hard earned paychecks, as well as
paying our fair share of taxes. Of our combined 68 years of being in the workforce, the taxes we
have paid have contributed to the coffers of both the State and Federal Govemments, and yet we
are denied equal access to 1,000+ benefits, privileges and protections of marriage that our tax
dollars fund on both the State and Federal level.

As a direct and immediate result of the opposition to Marriage Equality, American bom citizens
are being denied the right to equality every day. The very rights defined by the forefathers of the
United States of America: ....that all men/women are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit
of Happiness.

The rhetoric from the opposition to Marriage Equality is that this is an all-out effort to redefine
the ‘Institution ' of marriage. It should be unequivocally clear and understood that this is in no
way an effort to redefine marriage. This is simply and exclusively about equality and equal
access to 1,000+ marriage benefits, privileges and protections that are provided by both the State
and Federal govemment.

The rhetoric from the opposition to Marriage Equality is to ‘Let the People vote. Historically
American voters have proven themselves repeatedly inconsistent in voting on Civil Rights
Issues, especially ones that are as sensitive as this. Ultimately it has been the Govemment that
has had to make the final decision. This is fact.

The rhetoric from the opposition to Marriage Equality is that they don‘t wish to have this ‘forced
into their lives‘, yet their current opposition to me and my partner marrying is forced into our
lives every single day whether we like it or not.

Let me ask the opposition and the voters this. How does you marrying the person that you love,
directly or indirectly impact the quality of me and my families life? How does me marrying the
person that I love, directly or indirectly impact the quality of life for you and your family? The
answer is it doesn‘t. However, the oppositions current stance on me marrying the person that I
love directly and indirectly impacts the quality of my life, my partner‘s life and our families
lives, every single day.

Do you know how it feels to NOT have equal rights, as promised under the law, as American
bom citizens? My partner and I do. Do any of you know how it feels to fear not being able to be
there for your loved one in the event they are incapacitated? My partner and I do. Do any of you
know how it feels to fear losing everything you and your loved one has built together in the event
of a death? My partner and I do. Do any of you know how it feels to feel like you don‘t count or
matter or like you are a non-citizen? My partner and I do. Do any of you know how it feels to be
excluded? My partner and I do. We experience all of this every minute of every day of our lives



as a direct result of individuals like those who are opposed to Marriage Equality. To them I say,
put yourself in our shoes and spend just 1 day living in our fears and see how it makes you feel.

It is time that we stop living in fear. Hate is not a family value. Love is.

Being gay or straight is not something that someone just decides to be. Everybody is bom just
the way our Creator has made us. To NOT move Marriage Equality forward would send the
message that it is okay to continue to perpetuate hate, intolerance, bigotry, judgment, exclusion,
non-acceptance and to self loathe who you are not only as an individual but also the community
and your fellow citizen.

Hawaii and the Aloha spirit have been part of me and my partner s lives for 22 years, ever since
we first came to the islands in 1991. We traveled to and from Hawaii for I2 years, knowing that
one day we would be kama‘aina. We have been kama‘aina and taxpayers for over l0 years now,
lovingly embraced, accepted and hanai‘ed by a multitude of amazing and beautiful people, except
by those who oppose Marriage Equality.

It has always been a priority for both of us to foster, embody and practice Aloha daily in our
lives.

What is Aloha?

A-Akahai, meaning kindness to be expressed with tendemess

L-Lokahi, meaning unity, to be expressed with harmony

O-‘Olu‘olu, meaning agreeable, to be expressed with pleasantness

H-Ha‘ aha‘ a, meaning humility, to be expressed with modesty

A-Ahonui, meaning patience, to be expressed with perseverance

This is why we live in Hawaii. This is why we live in the Aloha state.

It is time for each one of us individually, as well as everyone here collectively, to remember
what being in Hawaii and what being Aloha is about. Aloha is about community. Community is
Common-Unity. Aloha is about ohana. Ohana is family. Aloha is about inclusion, not exclusion.
Aloha is about diversity, not intolerance, nor bigotry, nor hatred. My charge to all of you here
today is to embody and begin practicing from this moment forward, the meaning of Aloha. Our
charge from our universal Creator is to love one another.

Moving Marriage Equality forward in Hawaii nei is the pono thing to do. Marriage Equality is
not about redefining or renaming the institution of marriage. It is simply about equal access to
1,000+ benefits, privileges and protections that become available to couples when they take
vows to be partners in life.

Now is the time for Hawaii to demonstrate to the world what Aloha really means by passing
Marriage Equality for everyone.



2013 10:00AM in Conference Room Auditorium

Testifier Testifying inSubmitted By Organization Position Person
I Yasuhara Patti Individual Oppose Yes \
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I respectfully disagree with the special session on redefining marriage.  I cannot imagine the pressure placed 

upon my legislation, to have to take a side in this highly charged event.  However, it was called, and I would like 

to state my opposition to SB-1. 

The majority vote (lawful and constitutional) determined the definition of marriage for the state of Hawaii as 

between one man and one woman.  

In the case of benefits, why are we not petitioning Congress to change how they distribute federal benefits and 

allow for taxation that is more balanced and fair, regardless of one's marital or relational status, instead of 

redefining marriage?  For many citizens, marriage is sacred as between one man and one woman.  For others, it 

is only equal to approve same sex marriage.  In light of this fact, it seems the best decision is to let the people 

decide. 

Pertaining to civil rights, I believe our sexual orientation is a choice, even if we feel it is our only one.  I 

absolutely respect each individual's right to choose their sexual orientation, lifestyle or religion, but how do we 

say that orientation is the same as race, in regards to civil rights, when a person can change this aspect of their 

lives?  How do we say only sanctioned clergy or a religious organization, and then under extemely limited 

exemptions, do not have to perform or service same sex ceremonies/civil union ceremonies?  This is not 

constitutional because the Constitution does not define freedom of speech and religion, nor the right to life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happiness in this manner. 

Unfortunately, a number of businessmen and women, military, clergy ,educators and students who disagree 

with or do not endorse same sex marriage or homosexuality, have already had their rights violated in this 

matter, from the executive, legislative or judicial branches of various states.   This is not equality, regardless of 

one's status or beliefs.  The House should not approve SB1.   

Respectfully, 

 

Dee Ann Louis 

 


